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Differential Linear Phase-Locked Aerial
(Ultrasonic Doppler Detector of Difference Signals)
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Abstract: A new differential scheme of linear phased aerial was considered. With the use of numerical modeling
its high efficiency for technical applications such as non-invasive flow velocity measurements in pipes and for
in-vivo blood flow measurements in biomedicine were evident. The proposed of new differential scheme for
ultrasonic flow measurements allows one to improve noise-to-signal ratio in several dozens of times.
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INTRODUCTION dimensions are comparable to the object distance and to

The fundamental  requirement  facing the aerial signal duration typical in dopplerometry exceeds by one
designer is to ensure the maximal signal-to-noise ratio. to two orders of magnitude the propagation time of
Among the main sources of noise, one can mention both ultrasonic waves to scattering objects (erythrocytes in the
the operation of the emitter and the scattering of the bloodstream) and back, which is related to the requirement
ultrasonic wave outside the main flow (for example, of the specified precision of flow velocity measurement.
besides the vascular bed). Therefore, the achievement of aerial directionality and

Presently, a large number of publications are high signal-to-noise ratio in this case is not possible by
dedicated to the development of directional aerials with temporal separation of the detected signals (as it is done
high signal-to-noise ratio. This is related to the high in radio-location), which necessitates additional research
practical importance of research in this direction for the in this area.
problems of radio-location [1-3], for those of remote The present work proposes the design and the
measurement of the velocity of moving objects and for principle of operation of an aerial, in which the desired
problems of ultrasonic studies [4-7] in medicine and signal is amplified by means of selective summation in the
technology, including in vivo dopplerometry of blood elements of a linear phase-locked grid and the noise
vessels in biological organisms. It should be noted, contribution is reduced because of subtractive
however, that in “classical” radio-location problems, the connection of elementary ultrasonic wave detectors in the
aerial dimensions L are by several orders of magnitude aerial circuit.
smaller than the distance to the detected objects S and the
duration of signals used in detection is much shorter than The Design  and  the Principle of Operation of the
the time of travel between the aerial and the detected Linear  Phase-Locked Aerial: Let’s consider a linear
object. Withal, other important problems exist presently aerial consisting of a set of elementary receivers
whose solution implies aerials with the opposite relation positioned parallel  to  the velocity vector of the
between the dimensions of the aerials and the distances suspension flow (see Fig. 1a) at the distance h from the
to the object (L S). One of such problems is the flow axis. We will use the symbol x to designate the
measurement of blood flow velocity in the vessels of a coordinates of the aerial elements and the symbol y for the
living organism to a high precision (1-2%), which is not coordinate of the signal scattering point. Each aerial
attainable in conventional ultrasonic medical devices. element operates with a phase shift relative to its
Arteries located  close  to  the  skin  (e.g. the carotid or neighbours, so that the signal reflected from point y
the radial arteries) set completely different relations reaches different elements of the aerial x with the same
among the fundamental problem parameters: the aerial phase as it is shown in Fig. 1b.

the transport radiation length in the medium, whereas the
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Fig. 1: The general layout of the linear phase-locked aerial (a) and the diagram of in-phase signal detection (b)

Such aerial ensures selective detection both with
respect to the direction and to the distance.

The emitting aerial does not have to be directional,
therefore it may be very simple containing, for instance, a
single element.

For convenience of calculations, we will use the (3)
position of the emitting aerial as the coordinate origin.
Then the emitted signal being reflected at point y will Where  is a certain proportionality coefficient depending
arrive at element x of the linear phase-locked aerial upon on the amplitude of the emitted wave and on the geometry
the period. of the scattering objects, but which does not depend on

(1) amplitude of the registered signal from all the points of the

Here c is the signal propagation velocity. If the the liquid volume V:
emitting aerial continuously generates a harmonic signal
f (t) = A×sin t, then an element of the receiving aerial will (4)0

detect the signal.

elements of the receiver aerial. Since all the aerial elements

(2) phase shift, all the N elements will pick up the total signal

Here A(x,y,h) is the amplitude of the reflected signal,
 is its frequency differing from the frequency  of the (5)0

initial wave because of the Doppler effect. In the
approximation of weak damping and point elementary It is necessary to note that the signal frequency
receivers and wave emitters, the signal amplitude will depends on the flow velocity U and on the coordinate of
decrease inversely proportionally to the distance S the signal pick-up. The amount of the Doppler frequency
travelled by the wave. As a consequence, the amplitude shift depends on the cosine of the angle at which the
of the reflected signal A will be inversely proportional to reflected signal is detected
the product of the distance between the emitter and the
scatterer at point y and the distance between the
scattering object and the receiver.

Therefore, an individual element of the receiving
aerial  with  coordinate   x   will   detect   from an For  scatter  points  y  located  so that the condition
individual  scattering point with coordinate y the (y –x )  << h   holds  true, this cosine takes the value of
following signal: cos   =  ±  1.  The  sign  is selected depending on the side

coordinates x, y, h. The total contribution  into the

suspension flow will be then given by the integral over

We will use x  (i = 1,2,…N) as coordinates of thei

detect the signal with the same phase because of the

equal to:
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from which the signal comes. For the flow points located ultrasonic phase-locked receiver grid proposed in the
under the receiving aerial, the cosine is zero and the present work, we have carried out a numerical modelling
receiver does not register a frequency shift. of the operation of the proposed differential aerial

In the studied case, the Doppler frequency shift is connexion in the simplest case when each of the two
determined by two additive terms because the ultrasonic symmetrical parts of the aerial only has one elementary
wave is reflected by a moving scatterer (for instance, a ultrasonic receiver.
blood erythrocyte) and then is registered by a stationary In order to calculate numerically the value of integral
receiver: (4), we have created a software program that sequences

(6) (vessel) to elementary scattering point r and the angle .

Here  is the radiation frequency, u =U/c is the flow infinitesimal parameter (~ 0.05 … 0.02) and  is the0

velocity U normalised to the speed of sound (c = 1,500 ultrasonic wavelength in the medium (biological tissue).
m/s). The increment step of the other two variables was

Differential Detection Method: Let’s consider the to the corresponding Lamé coefficients.
following principle of aerial operation, which we will call In order to improve the precision of the utilised model
differential. This method is designed to reduce the noise we have taken into account linear damping of the
and contains two symmetrical parts (at x < 0 and x > 0) ultrasonic wave caused by absorption of ultrasound and
that  comprise   elements   with   coordinates  x    and  -x multiple scattering. To do this, the integrated expressioni i

correspondingly. is multiplied by term exp{- (S +S )}, where  is the
The elements of the positive  part of the aerial are decrement ratio of linear damping (we used the value 1/

electrically connected to the elements of the negative = 6 cm [8, 9] in our calculations), S  and S  are the distance
part  in  a  differential connexion opposite to each other from the ultrasound source to the scatterer and from the
(so that the electric signals taken from them cancel out). scatterer to the receiver correspondingly. In our
In this case, the value of the total signal takes the form of calculations, we have also used the value of vessel radius
the difference of two functions. R = 0.15 cm and the vessel burial depth h = 0.4 cm.

this, for every elementary scatterer with coordinates (y, R

(7) mesh node.

As it can be seen from representation (7) for the a number of program runs were conducted with different
signal value, For the case of stationary liquid when the values of the integration step as well as those of the lower
value of u = 0, function F turns to zero and only the terms and upper y integration limits and the independence of the
corresponding to the Doppler shift in formula (7) make it generated results on these parameters was established.
non-zero. When integrating over the vessel radius, we used the

Therefore, the differential aerial cancels out any following distribution of the velocity field of the
signals not connected with the Doppler shift, which we suspension flow: u(r) = u  × [1 - (r/R) ]. This profile is
attribute to noise because they do not carry any useful intermediate between a parabolic one occurring in
information about the flow velocity and it sums up signals Poiseuille flow of viscous liquid and a -shaped one
proportional to the Doppler shift. typical of ideal liquids. Using this intermediate profile in

Numerical Modelling: For a more detailed investigation applied to description of blood flow in medium and large
of the efficiency of the differential connexion of a linear arteries   because   blood   is   a    non-Newtonian    liquid,

through values of y, the distance from the axis of the flow

The y step ( y) was chosen equal to , where  is the

proportional to x with coefficients inversely proportional

1 2

1 2

The spectrum of the scattered wave U( ) is calculated
on a uniform mesh with the node number N = 10 . To do3

cos , h + R sin ) and volume r×dr×d  the Doppler
frequency shift was obtained from expression (6), upon
which the number of the uniform mesh node was
identified that corresponded to the calculated frequency
shift and the value of integrated expression (4) was added
to the value of the amplitude of the scattered wave in this

To ensure the correctness of the numerical modelling,

0
6

our calculations improves the precision of the model as
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Fig. 2: The spectrum of the ultrasonic Doppler signal registered by a single point receiver

Fig. 3: The spectrum of an ultrasonic Doppler signal registered by a differential aerial formed by two elementary point
receivers

which fact plays a substantial role in hemodynamics and shift is small. Another noticeable feature of the discussed
determines the smooth-step  profile of blood flow results is the monotonous decrease of the spectral power
velocity [10]. density on either side of the maximum around zero. Along

For estimation of the efficiency of the differential with a comparatively elevated signal level in the vicinity
circuit proposed and studied in the present paper, we of zero frequency shift, this fact renders such a spectrum
have also carried out test calculations for an isolated practically impossible to use for measurements of
omnidirectional source of ultrasonic waves. The spectrum suspension (blood) flow velocity, which is related to a
of the detected ultrasonic signal after demodulation is large error in determination of boundaries of such
demonstrated in Fig. 2. This spectrum is plotted on the spectrum.
horizontal axis normalised to the maximal Doppler For comparison, Fig. 3 presents a spectrum of the
frequency shift  =  × u/c. ultrasonic Doppler signal generated as a result ofmax 0

The shown spectrum demonstrates a typically high numerical modelling of the differential circuit. The only
spectral intensity of the signal in the vicinity of the zero model difference in this case is the presence of two point
frequency shifts. This circumstance is caused by the fact receivers of ultrasonic waves connected in opposite
that a significant volume part of blood forms a sheath directions with respect to each other (in comparison with
region where the velocity is close to zero. As a a single receiver in the results shown in Fig. 2). It is
consequence, the proportion of elementary scatterers obvious that unlike the aerial whose spectrum is given in
(erythrocytes) that generate a relatively large frequency Fig.  2, the  differential  connection  is characterised by a
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lower  signal  level  around  the  zero  frequency  shift A potential limitation of the proposed method is
(Q  = 2.6 compared to 170 for the single-receiver aerial).max

This is explained by mutual compensation of signals taken
from the differential pair of receivers when an ultrasonic
wave is registered that experienced no Doppler frequency
shift. Conversely, the waves experiencing a Doppler
frequency shift when scattered from moving erythrocytes
are not compensated since there is no symmetry in them.
Because of that, the amplitude of the signal in the wings
of the spectrum in Fig. 3 is comparable to the maximal
value of the signal Q , which makes this aerial connexionmax

radically different from the test configuration  with a
single receiver discussed above. From a practical
viewpoint, this leads to a substantial improvement of the
signal-to-noise ratio since the signal with the frequency
shift close to zero can be considered parasitic as not
carrying any information about the velocity of the
suspension flow (bloodstream). Measuring the ratio of the
signal in the local maximum /  ~ 0.65 and the levelmax

of the parasitic  signal (noise) in the centre of the
spectrum, one can state a more than thirty-fold
improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio achieved owing
to the differential aerial configuration.

An  additional feature of the signal from the
differential configuration is related to the presence of new
maxima in the vicinity of the frequency shift / ~max

0.65 (Fig. 3). The presence of local maxima allows efficient
normalisation of the signal level and a substantial
improvement of the precision of the spectrum width
measurement, which is necessary for determination of the
suspension flow velocity in the experiment.

CONCLUSION

As it can be seen from the description of the layout of
the linear phase-locked aerial, its elements consist of
omnidirectional receivers. Such receivers are very simple
and can have very small size, for instance, on the order of
1-2 mm. This allows designs of such aerials with a large
number of tightly spaced elements with distances
between them x  = x  – x . Small value of x  = x  – xi i i–1 i i i–1

allows, first of all, using short-base aerials and secondly,
utilisation of high frequencies.

The proposed configuration offers a substantial (by
0.5 orders of magnitude in the simplest case of a two-
component aerial) improvement of the signal-to-noise
ratio and a considerable improvement of the spectrum
shape of the registered signal allowing a cardinal
precision enhancement in ultrasonic Doppler
measurements of liquid flow velocities.

related to the requirement of keeping the phase shifts
between the aerial elements during the operation. This
implies, in particular, maintaining constant geometrical
system dimensions to a precision on the order of 0.1 ,
where  is the wavelength of ultrasound (or dynamic
adjustment of phase shifts following system
deformations). This requirement may be difficult to fulfil
when working with biological objects in vivo and using
comparatively high ultrasound frequencies (1-10 MHz),
but it becomes easy when measuring velocities and mass
flows of liquids in pipelines. It is relevant to note that the
improvement, with the help of the proposed method, of
the signal-to-noise ratio will make it possible to measure
velocities and mass flow of pure liquid media with
typically low intensity of scattered ultrasound wave.

Thus, the present work proposes and analyses a
differential configuration of linear phase-locked ultrasonic
aerials. High efficiency of such aerials is demonstrated for
technical applications (measurements of suspension flow
velocity in pipelines) as well as in medicine for registration
of bloodstream flow velocity in live organisms when using
ultrasound frequencies down to 100 kHz.
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